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Research on the comparison of Non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAID) and opioids
in low back pain
Burak Katipoglu1, Eylem Kuday Kaykisiz2
1

Ufuk Univerity Dr Ridvan Ege Research and Training Hospital, Ankara, Turkey
Bitlis State Hospital, Bitlis State Hospital Department of Emergency Medicine, 13000 Bitlis, Turkey

2

Abstract
INTRODUCTION: Opioids and Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAID) are used to manage low back
pain. However, it has been reported in some researches that opioids have fewer side effects than NSAID.

METHODS: Patient files of all the patients admitted to the emergency department of Ufuk University ethics
committee on 23.03.2018 and applied with severe nontraumatic low back pain between 01.01.2015 and
01.01.2016 were examined retrospectively. It was aimed to evaluate the efficacy of these two drugs in the
treatment of pain by evaluating the responses of these patients with visual analogue scale scales.
RESULTS: A total of 138 patients among 911 patients experiencing low back pain were included in the study.
81 patients received 75 mg of diclofenac sodium therapy alone, 57 patients received only Petidin hydrochloride treatment. 64 (46.4%) of the patients were male and 74 (53.6%) were female. It was found that
there was no statistically significant correlation between pain scores of 75 mg of diclofenac sodium imide
treatment applied and Pethidine hydrochloride applied patient groups (p > 0.05). There was no statistically
significant correlation between pain scores and genders of 75 mg of diclofenac sodium imide treatment
applied and Pethidine hydrochloride applied patient groups (p > 0.05). The difference between patients’
referral scores and pain scores after 45 minutes (75 mg diclofenac sodium imide and petidine hydrochloride
imide) were found to be statistically insignificant (p > 0.05). There was no statistically significant difference
in the analyzed results of the efficacy of 75 mg diclofenac sodium treatment related to gender (p > 0.05).
There was no statistically significant difference in the analyzed results of the efficacy of Pethidine hydrochloride treatment related to sex (p > 0.05).

CONCLUSIONS: Opioids have fewer side effects than NSAIDs in short period management of the pain, and
they may be used for low back pain management in emergency services instead of NSAIDs.

Key words: opioid, NSAID, low back pain, pain management, emergency
Disaster Emerg Med J 2019; 4(1): 1–4

Introduction
Pain is one of the most common symptoms required
for emergency service treatment. Low back pain is
the most common musculoskeletal system disease
[1]. Its prevalence was reported as 4.39% in a sys-

tematic meta-analysis of 21 articles and 19 researches between 2000–2016 [2].
Individual pain experience varies depending on
the current and past medical history, physical and
emotional state, cognitional health, description of
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the pain, culture and environment. Pain is described
as complex phenomena defined by physiologic, cultural and social-demographic factors [3].
The basic principle of effective pharmacologic
pain management in emergency service is the selection of an agent suitable to pain level, having rapid
analgesic activity outset, easy and safety to use. Pain
scales must be used to evaluate the level of the pain.
Aims of pain scales are defining seriousness level of
pain, selecting proper analgesic agent type, its dosage and using properties. It is known that reporting
of the pain by the patient is the most reliable indicator. In literature, the Visual Analog Scale (VAS) and
Numeric Rating Scale (NRS), and both of them have
high correlation [4].
Patients with acute pain in emergency departments are advised to provide appropriate analgesia
according to the patient’s pain severity. The first priority in Emergency care should be managing pain.
Pain management should be initiated as soon as
the patient first met and should be terminated by
the application of the correct analgesic drug at the
appropriate time. In the treatment of pain, the selection of the agent should be decided according
to the severity and clinical condition of the patient.
Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAID) and
oral opioids should be preferred in mild-to-moderate pain and parenteral opioids in severe pain [5].
The analgesic activity of opioids for acute pain is
well established, but there have not been sufficient
data on back pain. It is reported that opioids may be
used for short-term treatment of severe pain in the
guidelines of the National Institute of Health and
Care Excellence (NICE) and the American College of
Physicians and the American Pain Society (ACP/APS)
[6] It is recommended that opioids should be used
with caution in severe pain that can not be controlled
by NSAIDs and acetaminophen [6]. However, the potential benefits and losses of opioid analgesics should
be carefully compared before treatment begins.
In this study, we aimed to evaluate the efficacy
of 75 mg of diclofenac sodium, which is an opioid
Pethidine hydrochloride and NSAID, in the treatment of patients with emergency nontraumatic low
back pain.

Methods
In the research, patient files of all patients admitted to the emergency department of Ufuk University ethics committee on 23.03.2018 and applied
2

with severe nontraumatic low back pain between
01.01.2015 and 01.01.2016 were examined retrospectively.
This study was conducted in concordance with
the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki “Ethical Principles for Medical Research Involving Human Subjects”, (amended in October 2013).
A consent form wasn’t obtained from the patients
due to the retrospective nature of the study. This
study was approved by the ethics committee of
Ufuk University.
Visual analogue scales numerically represented
as 7 and above, with the exclusion criteria for patients aged 18–65 years; 100mg of pediatric alcoholic disease after exclusion of malignancy, chronic
renal failure, diabetes mellitus, cardiovascular diseases, liver failure, hematological diseases, active infection, smoking, alcohol dependence, autoimmune
disease, cerebrovascular events, pulmonary embolism, pregnancy, hydrochloride intramuscular and
75 mg diclofenac sodium intramuscular only were
included in the study. It was aimed to evaluate the
efficacy of these two drugs in the treatment of pain
by evaluating the responses of these patients with
visual analogue scale scales. All these data were analyzed statistically using SPSS. A p-value < 0.05 was
considered as statistically significant.

Results
In total, 22,680 patients between 01.01.2015 and
01.01.2016 were applied to our emergency service.
Out of these patients 911 had a low back pain diagnosis. 315 patients were not able to obtain visual
analogue scale file record before or after treatment.
253 patients had combined drug use for low back
pain or use of a different NSAID and Opioid agent.
205 patients were excluded because ofthe exclusion
criteria of the study. A total of 138 patients having
the study criteria were included in the study with the
complaint of nontraumatic low back pain. Eightyone patients received 75 mg of diclofenac sodium
therapy alone, 57 patients received only Petihdine
hydrochloride treatment. 64 of the patients (46.4%)
were male and 74 were female (53.6%).
In our study, nontraumatic low back pain and
emergency pain at the time of admission were not
statistically related to gender (p > 0.05). The physician’s desire to choose drug or NSAID treatment
was not associated with pain severity at the time
of admission to the emergency department. There
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was no statistically significant correlation between
pain scores of 75 mg of diclofenac sodium imide
treatment applied and Pethidine hydrochloride
applied patient groups (p > 0.05) (Tab. 1). There
was no statistically significant correlation between
pain scores and genders of 75 mg of diclofenac
sodium imide treatment applied and Pethidine
hydrochloride applied patient groups (p > 0.05)
(Tab. 2).
The difference between patients’ referral scores
and pain scores after 45 minutes (75 mg diclofenac
sodium imide and pethidine hydrochloride imide)
were found to be statistically insignificant (p > 0.05)
(Tab. 3).
There was no statistically significant difference
in the analyzed results of the efficacy of 75 of mg
diclofenac sodium treatment related to gender

(p > 0.495). Similarly, there was no statistically significant difference in the analyzed results of the
efficacy of Pethidine hydrochloride treatment related
to sex (p: 0.974) (Tab. 4).

Discussion
In a study conducted by Gottlieb et al., Opioid,
myorelaxant, and placebo were given by oral route
along with NSAID for patients with low back pain
[7]. There was no difference in the treatments given
for pain activity but there was a significant difference in the opioid group in terms of side effect.
In a systematic review conducted by White et al it
was evaluated that opioids are more effective than
placebo in chronic low back pain when compared
to NSAID [8].

Table 1. Relationship between gender and treatment regimens according to VAS values at emergency
department admission

Initial Pain Score
Mean
Sex
Treatment

SE

SD

Min

Max

%25

%75

Male (n = 64)

8.34

8.07

%95 CI
8.62

8

Median

0.139

1.116

7

10

7

9

Female (n = 74)

8.28

8.03

8.54

8

0.128

1.104

7

10

7

9

Diclofenac Soium
(n = 81)

8.26

8.02

8.5

8

0.123

1.104

7

10

7

9

Petidin
hydrochloride (n = 57)

8.39

8.09

8.68

8

0.148

1.114

7

10

9

9

p
0.753
0.501

Table 2. Relationship between the VAS values of the patients and the genders according to the treatment
regimens

Final Pain Score
Gender
Diclofenac
Soium
(n = 81)
Petidin
hydrochloride
(n=57)

SE

SD

Min

Max

8.28

Mean

7.93

8.64

8

0.176

1.099

7

10

7

9

Female (n = 42) 8,24

7.89

8.59

8

0.173

1.122

7

10

7

9

Male (n = 39)

8.44

7.96

8.92

8

0.232

1.158

7

10

7

9.5

Female (n=42)

8,34

7,95

8,74

8

0,194

1,096

7

10

7,25

9

Male (n = 39)

%95 CI

Median

25

75

p
0.829

0.764

Table 3. Relationship between Diclofenac Sodium and Pethidine Hydrochloride Treatment Effectiveness

The Difference Between Pre-Treatment And Post-Treatment Pain Severity
Mean

%95 CI

Median

SE

SD

Min

Max

25

75

Diclofenac Soium
(n = 81)

5.86

5.55

6.16

6

0.152

1.376

3

9

5

7

Petidin
hydrochloride (n = 57)

5.87

5.40

6.34

6

0.234

1.773

2

9

5

7
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Table 4. Relationship between treatment responses of patients and gender according to treatment regimens

The Difference Between Pre-Treatment And Post-Treatment Pain Severity
Gender
Diclofenac
Soium
(n = 81)
Petidin
hydrochloride
(n = 57)

Mean

%95 CI

Median

SE

SD

Min

Max

25

75

Male (n = 39)

6.00

5.57

6.42

6

0.211

1.317

4

9

5

7

Female (n = 42)

5.73

5.29

6.18

6

0.221

1.432

3

8

5

7

Male (n = 39)

5.84

5.14

6.,53

6

0.335

1.675

2

8

4,5

7

Female (n = 42)

5.90

5.23

6.58

6

0.331

1.872

2

9

5

7

Bıyık et al. randomized 30 patients to 800 mg/day
of gabapentin (n = 55) and 75 mg/day of diclofenac
(n = 55) on 110 patients with chronic post-sternotomy chest pain and paresthesia (PCPP) with 3 months
follow up. They reported that both gabapentin and
diclofenac are effective in the treatment of chronic
non-ischemic chest pain and paresthesia after sternotomy, without significant side effects. However, they
found that gabapentin was superior to diclofenac and
the effect lasted longer [9]. We think that the efficacy
of pain in this study differs because of the use of drugs
for a long time compared with our study.
Yeganeh Mogadama et al. found no statistically
significant difference between groups of patients
using gabapentin and diclofenac in a double-blind,
placebo-controlled clinical trial of 90 patients for
tonsillectomy pain management. They reported that
both groups were effective in the treatment of pain
compared with the placebo group. There was no
statistically significant difference in drug side effects
between the groups [10].

p
0.495

0.974

2016; 12: 183–187, doi: 10.2147/TCRM.S91898, indexed in Pubmed:
26929631.
2. Edwards J, Hayden J, Asbridge M, et al. Prevalence of low back pain
in emergency settings: a systematic review and meta-analysis. BMC
Musculoskelet Disord. 2017; 18(1): 143, doi: 10.1186/s12891-0171511-7, indexed in Pubmed: 28376873.
3. Baharuddin KA, Mohamad N, Nik Abdul Rahman NH, et al. Assessing
Patient Pain Scores in the Emergency Department. Malays J Med Sci.
2010; 17(1): 17–22.
4. Singer A, Kowalska A, Thode H. Ability of Patients to Accurately Recall
the Severity of Acute Painful Events. Academic Emergency Medicine.
2001; 8(3): 292–295, doi: 10.1111/j.1553-2712.2001.tb01310.x.
5. Karcıoğlu Ö. Management of pain and practice of analgesia in the
emergency setting. Turkiye Aile Hekimligi Dergisi. 2010; 14(2): 53–63,
doi: 10.2399/tahd.10.053.
6. Chou R, Qaseem A, Snow V, et al. Diagnosis and Treatment of Low
Back Pain: A Joint Clinical Practice Guideline from the American
College of Physicians and the American Pain Society. Annals of
Internal Medicine. 2007; 147(7): 478, doi: 10.7326/0003-4819-1477-200710020-00006.
7. Gottlieb M, Njie A. Comparison of naproxen with cyclobenzaprine,
oxycodone-acetaminophen, and placebo for the treatment of acute low
back pain. CJEM. 2016; 18(6): 491–494, doi: 10.1017/cem.2016.370,

Conclusion

indexed in Pubmed: 27640607.

The physician’s selection of drugs or NSAID treatment was not associated with pain severity at the
time of admission to the emergency department.
On the other hand, it was found that opioids have
fewer side effects than NSAIDs in short period management of the pain. Thus, opioids may be used for
low back pain management in emergency services
instead of NSAIDs.

of chronic low back pain: synthesis of the evidence. Spine (Phila Pa
1976). 2011; 36(21 Suppl): S131–S143, doi: 10.1097/BRS.0b013e31822f178f, indexed in Pubmed: 21952185.
9. Biyik I, Gülcüler M, Karabiga M, et al. Efficacy of gabapentin versus
diclofenac in the treatment of chest pain and paresthesia in patients
with sternotomy. Anadolu Kardiyol Derg. 2009; 9(5): 390–396,
indexed in Pubmed: 19819790.
10. Yeganeh Mogadam A, Fazel MR, Parviz S. Comparison of analgesic
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Research on pain scores for different arterial
puncture sites for blood gas analysis
Burak Katipoglu1, Togay Evrin1
1

Ufuk University Dr Ridvan Ege Research And Training Hospital, Ankara, Turkey

Abstract
INTRODUCTION: In emergency departments, it is important to have tests that give fast results especially in the
diagnosis and treatment of critically ill patients. Blood gas analysis has an important role in the diagnosis and
treatment of patients applying for emergency services. On the other hand, taking samples for blood gas may
differ based on clinic properties of patients. Puncture of arteries in sampling is a painful procedure. It is aimed
to evaluate the differences between visual analogue pain scales of patients based on different punctured veins.
METHODS: In this retrospective study, files of patients attempted to Ufuk University, Medical Faculty Dr
Rıdvan Ege Education and Research Hospital, Department of Emergency Medicine between 01.01.2015–
31.12.2017 with the punctured veins process at the age of 18–65 were examined.

RESULTS: A total of 84 patient files, including 55 radial and 31 femoral punctured veins, were subjected to
the research. 36.4% of patients in the radial group were female, and 63.6% of them were male. In the femoral group, 45.2% of patients were female and 54.8% were male. Gender differences between groups were
found to be statistically insignificant (p > 0.05). BMI of groups was also statistically insignificant (p > 0.05).
Chronic disease distribution was found to be statistically insignificant between the groups (p > 0.05).
VA score of the femoral group (6.32 ± 1.70) was significantly higher than the radial group (5.15 ± 1.98)
(p < 0.05). In the sampling difficulty groups, patients whose samplings were difficult were significantly
higher than other groups (p < 0.05).

CONCLUSIONS: In conclusion, VA score for femoral arterial puncture is higher than a radial arterial puncture. In
other words, taking blood gas with the radial arterial procedure is less painful than the femoral arterial procedure. In addition, hypertension is also an important factor affecting pain after arterial puncture with VAS.

Key Words: arterial puncture, blood gas analysis, pain score
Disaster Emerg Med J 2019; 4(1): 5–8

Introduction
Arterial puncture for blood gas analysis is especially common in emergency departments [1]. Analysis of arterial blood gas is a gold standard for
evaluation of acid-base equation of metabolism
and respiration patients [2]. It is known as a painful procedure for many patients, and some physical relief methods such as ice bags are applied
to reduce this pain [3]. In clinical applications,

the generally used arteries are radial, brachial and
femoral arteries.
Radial arterial puncture is one of the most common procedures for blood gas analysis [4]. Another
method for puncturing blood gas analysis is a femoral artery puncture [5, 6]. It is also known as a Common Femoral Artery puncture — CFA puncture [7].
In both femoral and radial artery punctures the malpractice issues have been reported [8–14].
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Patients suffering from chronic diseases led to
hypoxemia and dyspnea such as COPD, pulmonary
emboli, or heart failures are frequently subjected to
arterial puncture. These patients are more frequently
faced with the risk of complications. Pain experienced by a patient may be indicative of complication or patient’s safety. In order to apply the correct
methods effectively and accordingly with patient
safety guidelines, less painful methods have become
of vital importance. It was aimed to evaluate the
differences between a visual analogue pain scales of
patients based on different punctured veins.

Materials and Methods
In this retrospective study, files of patients admitted to Ufuk University, Medical Faculty Dr Rıdvan
Ege Education and Research Hospital, Department
of Emergency Medicine between 01.01.2015–
31.12.2017 with the punctured artery process at
the age between 18–65 were examined. A Total of
84 patient files, including 55 radial and 31 femoral
punctured ateries, were subjected to the research.
In the statistical analysis, SPSS 17. for windows
was used. Binary and nominal parameters were
described with frequency analysis, whereas mean
and standard deviations were used to describe
scaled parameters. Chi-Square analysis and likelihood ratio were used for differences between
categorical parameters. Before difference analysis
of scale parameters, the Kolmogorov Smirnov test
was used for normality of parameters. Since distributions were found to be non normal, Mann Whitney-U test was used for differences between two
groups, and the Kruskal Wallis test was used for
differences between more than two groups. Binary
Logistic Regression analysis was used for multifactorial regression of binary parameters. All analyses

were performed at 95% CI with a 0.05 alpha significance level.

Results
Baseline characteristics of patient groups were given
in Table 1.
36.4% of patients in the radial group were
female, and 63.6% of were male. In the femoral
group, 45.2% of were female and 54.8% were male.
Gender differences between groups were found
to be statistically insignificant (p > 0.05). BMI of
groupswas also statistically insignificant (p > 0.05).
Chronic and other disease rates of patient groups
were given in Table 2.
Patients suffering of CHD, CKF, hypoxemia and
apnea were higher in the radial group, whereas
DM, hypertension, CHF, COPD and malignancy were
higher in the femoral group. Chronic disease distribution was found to be statistically insignificant
between the groups (p > 0.05). VAS differences
of patient and difficulty groups were presented in
Table 3.
VA score of the femoral group (6.32 ± 1.70)
was significantly higher than in the radial group
(5.15 ± 1.98) (p < 0.05). In sampling difficulty

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of patient groups

Radial (n = 55)

Femoral (n = 31)

p
0.423a

Gender
Female

20 (36.4)

14 (45.2)

Male

35 (63.6)

17 (54.8)
0.050a

BMI
< 25

22 (40.0)

6 (19.4)

> 25

33 (60.0)

25 (80.6)

a. Chi-Square Test, b. Likelihood Ratio Test

Table 2. Chronic and other disease rates of patient groups

Radial (n = 55)

6

Femoral (n = 31)

p

Diabetes Mellitus (DM)

19 (34.5)

12 (38.7)

0.699a

Hypertension (HT)

28 (50.9)

21 (67.7)

0.130a

Chronic Heart Disease (CHD)

17 (30.9)

7 (22.6)

0.408a

Chronic Heart Failure (CHF)

13 (23.6)

10 (32.3)

0.386a

Chronic Kidney Failure (CKF)

9 (16.4)

3 (9.7)

0.379b

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD)

22 (40.0)

15 (48.4)

0.451a

Malignancy

3 (5.5)

3 (9.7)

0.469b

Hypoxemia

25 (45.5)

13 (41.9)

0.752a
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groups, patients whose sampling was difficult were
significantly higher than other groups (p < 0.05).
In order to analyze the isolated effects of VAS of
patients based on different punctured veins, binary
logistic regression analysis was performed, and results were given in Table 4.
According to the binary logistic regression analysis, HT (OR: 0.240; p < 0.05) and VA scores (OR:
1.559; p < 0.05) have statistically significant effects
on different punctured veins.

blood gas procedure more frequently [15, 16]. The
pain may be interpreted as a reaction of the body,
and pain levels of patients are also part of this reaction. In literature, there has not been a consensus
on a selection of arterial puncture artery in general
procedure. Thus, it is important to compare arterial
puncture procedures in terms of pains experienced
by patients.
In literature, there have been researches arguing
that gender and BMI level of patients affect the pain
they perceive [15–19]. In our study, gender and BMI
distribution of patient groups were not significantly
different. Thus, it may be argued that the effects of
gender and BMI had been eliminated by the gender
distribution of our sample.
Chronic diseases have their own characteristics
and pain patterns. In our study, CHD, CKF, hypoxemia and apnea were higher in the radial group. On
the other hand, DM, hypertension, CHF, COPD and
malignancy were higher in the femoral group. However, chronic diseases of patients in our sample were
not significantly different. For this reason, it may be
argued that possible effects of chronic diseases on
the pain of the arterial puncture did not affect the
results of the study. In other words, the reliability
of results of the study in terms of chronic diseases
is higher.
According to our results, VA score was significantly higher in the femoral group patients. As
expected, patients whose sampling processes were
difficult had higher VA scores. In binary logistic regression, VAS and HT were found to be effective factors for the groups. In other words, either femoral or
radial arterial puncture has a statistically significant

Discussion
Blood gas analysis is a common and a gold
standard procedure for metabolic and respiratory-related health problems [1]. Radial, femoral and
brachial arteries are the arteries most often used
for blood gas analysis. During the arterial puncture
process, complication risks and pain which drives
down the quality of life of patients are especially
faced by respiratory and COPD patients, who receive
Table 3. VAS differences between patient and
difficulty groups

f

VAS

Group

p
0.003a

Radial

55

5.15 ± 1.98

Femoral

31

6.32 ± 1.70

Sample taking difficulty

0.002b

Easy

46

4.93 ± 1.70

Mild

25

5.84 ± 1.75

Difficult

15

7.07 ± 2.22

a — Mann Whitney-U Test, b — Kruskal Wallis Test

Table 4. Binary Logistic Regression results

B

S.E.

Wald

df

Sig.

OR

BMI(1)

-0,714

0,805

0,787

1

0,375

0,490

DM(1)

0,151

0,702

0,046

1

0,829

1,163

HT(1)

-1,428

0,663

4,632

1

0,031

0,240

CHD(1)

0,217

0,698

0,096

1

0,756

1,242

CHF(1)

-0,104

0,729

0,020

1

0,886

0,901

CKF(1)

1,204

,897

1,800

1

0,180

3,332

COPD(1)

0,366

0,654

0,313

1

0,576

1,441

Malignancy (1)

-2,413

1,272

3,602

1

0,058

0,090

Hypoxemia(1)

0,099

0,719

0,019

1

0,890

1,105

Apnea(1)

0,494

0,737

0,449

1

0,503

1,639

VAS

0,444

0,216

4,217

1

0,040

1,559

Constant

-4,223

2,297

3,379

1

0,066

0,015
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effect on the pain patients experienced, and HT is
also a risk factor affecting pain for arterial blood gas
sampling procedure. Thus, it may be recommended
to select the femoral arterial puncture especially for
patients with HT in order to minimize their pain for
arterial puncture process.

7. Berg VD. Optimal Technique for Common Femoral Artery Access.
Endovascular Today. 2013; 1: 58–61.
8. Hwang J, Park S, Kim K, et al. Ultrasonography-guided antegrade
common femoral artery puncture: factors associated with puncture
time. Journal of Vascular and Interventional Radiology. 2018; 29(4):
277–278.
9. Gaudino M, Burzotta F, Bakaeen F, et al. Arterial Grafting International
Consortium Alliance. The Radial Artery for Percutaneous Coronary

Conclusions

Procedures or Surgery? J Am Coll Cardiol. 2018; 71(10): 1167–1175,

Results of the study showed that the VA score for
the femoral arterial puncture is higher than the radial arterial puncture. In other words, sampling blood
gas with the radial arterial procedure is less painful
than the femoral arterial procedure. In addition, hypertension is also an important factor affecting pain
after arterial puncture with VAS.

doi: 10.1016/j.jacc.2018.01.013, indexed in Pubmed: 29519357.
10. Zaryanova GT, Díaz AA, Bermejillo CB, et al. Complete femoral artery
transection following handlebar trauma. Trauma Case Reports. 2017;
9: 1–4, doi: 10.1016/j.tcr.2017.01.003.
11. Ünal S, Açar B, Yayla Ç, et al. Manual heating of the radial artery
(Balbay manoeuvre) to facilitate radial puncture prior to transradial
coronary catheterization. Rev Port Cardiol. 2017; 36(6): 409–414,
doi: 10.1016/j.repc.2016.11.008, indexed in Pubmed: 28552240.
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Abstract
Introduction: Supraventricular tachycardia (SVT) is a wide term used to describe tachycardia with atrial and/or ventricular rates exceeding 100 bpm at rest. The underlying mechanism involves His bundle or
tissue lying above. As the diagnosis of SVT is often made in the prehospital settings or in an emergency
department, the relevant knowledge of all medical personnel, including paramedics, on the diagnosis and
treatment procedures is crucial for the patient’s outcome. It is essential to quickly assess the patient’s clinical
condition and make decisions based on both electrocardiographic records and the occurrence of adverse
symptoms. Some procedures and pharmacological treatments can be implemented by the paramedic on
their own, some require a physician’s supervision. The aim of the study was to assess paramedics’ and nurses’ knowledge concerning emergency management in tachycardia.

Methods: The study was conducted in January 2019 in south-western Poland among paramedics and nurses
working in the Polish National Emergency Medical System (EMS). All participants received information on
the study objectives and voluntarily took part in the questionnaire survey. The questionnaire was developed
by the authors and included 22 questions referring to gender, age, work experience, type of work in EMS,
number of inhabitants in the workplace area, latest training in advanced life support, adverse events in
hemodynamically unstable patients, vagal manoeuvres, European Resuscitation Council 2015 guidelines for
narrow and broad complex tachycardia in stable and unstable patients with regular and irregular rhythms,
indications for synchronized electrical cardioversion, performing synchronized electrical cardioversion in
the past, concerns about cardioversion and self-assessed level of experience in tachyarrhythmia treatment.

Results: Overall, 200 paramedics and 50 nurses were asked to participate in the study. The final questionnaire return rate was 84.5%. The mean age of the participants equalled as 37.90 ± 11.44 years; 50 (29.59%)
were female; the mean work experience was 12.07 ± 10.39 years. The correct treatment in a stable patient
with narrow QRS tachyarrhythmia (including vassal manoeuvres and adenosine administration) was proposed by 88.17% of the participants. The correct treatment in an unstable patient with broad QRS tachyarrhythmia was proposed by 84.60% of the participants. Overall, 56.80% indicated correct treatment with
a beta-blocker in a stable patient with irregular narrow complex tachyarrhythmia with a duration of over
48 hours; 87.57% knew the role of magnesium sulphate in torsade de pointes treatment. Only 34.91% had
conducted electrical cardioversion in the past. According to the subjects, the main problems associated with
the procedure of electrical cardioversion were: analgosedation and airway management (52.66%), the risk
for sudden cardiac arrest as a result of electrical cardioversion (53.25%), and the risk of a stroke (38.46%).
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The proper number of electrical cardioversions in unstable patients was proposed by 73.37% of the participants; 66.86% knew the correct dose of amiodarone when the correct electrical cardioversion sequence
does not restore the sinus rhythm and the patient remains unstable. Only 43.79% knew the correct initial
biphasic energy for electrical cardioversion in unstable broad complex tachyarrhythmia (120–150 J), while
most responders indicated energy up to 120 J. The mean self-assessed level of experience in tachyarrhythmia
treatment was 6.00 ± 1.76 in a scale of 0–10, where 0 meant lack of experience and 10 stood for experience
ensuring proper performance of the procedure.

Conclusions: The knowledge of Polish paramedics and nurses concerning the emergency treatment of tachyarrhythmia is unsatisfactory in many aspects. Better undergraduate and postgraduate training on advanced
life support guidelines should be recommended.

Key words: tachyarrhythmia, peri-arrest arrhythmias, emergency medicine, paramedic, nurse, medical
emergency
Disaster Emerg Med J 2019; 4(1): 1–13

Introduction
Supraventricular tachycardia (SVT) is a wide term
used to describe tachycardia with atrial and/or ventricular rates exceeding 100 bpm at rest. The underlying mechanism involves His bundle or tissue
lying above. As the diagnosis of SVT is often made
in the prehospital settings or in an emergency department, the relevant knowledge of all medical
personnel, including paramedics, on the diagnosis
and treatment procedures is crucial for the patient’s
outcome [1, 2]. In the event of SVT, a paramedic has to implement correct procedures, although
in some cases specialist consultation is necessary.
It is essential to quickly assess the patient’s clinical condition and make decisions based on both
electrocardiographic records and the occurrence of
adverse symptoms. Some procedures and pharmacological treatments can be implemented by the
paramedic on their own, some require a physician’s
supervision. If symptoms suggest SVT, performing
the 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) is necessary to
identify the arrhythmia. The tachycardia should first
be classified according to whether there is a regular
or irregular ventricular rate. If the SVT is regular, it
most likely involves the atrioventricular (AV) node,
being AV reentrant tachycardia (AVRT) or AV nodal
reentrant tachycardia (AVNRT). An irregular ventricular rate implies atrial fibrillation (AF), which is
not included in the present report. The European
Resuscitation Council (ERC) guidelines suggest to
evaluate the rhythm with a 12-lead ECG and to
measure the QRS duration. If the QRS duration exceeds 120 ms, the tachycardia is classified as broad
complex tachycardia. Otherwise, it is referred to as
10

narrow complex tachycardia. This differentiation is
essential for the choice of further treatment.
Simultaneously with ECG interpretation, the patient’s hemodynamic condition must be assessed.
Vagal manoeuvres and adenosine are recommended for acute treatment in hemodynamically stable
patients with regular SVT. They have been shown in
nonrandomized trials in an emergency department
or prehospital care to effectively terminate SVT that
is due to either AVNRT or AVRT, with success rates up
to 90% [3]. Sinus rhythm must be promptly restored
in patients with SVT who are hemodynamically unstable. Synchronized cardioversion is recommended
for acute treatment in patients with hemodynamically unstable SVT. The safety and effectiveness of cardioversion in the prehospital setting was analysed in
a cohort of patients with hemodynamically unstable
SVT; cardioversion successfully restored sinus rhythm
in all patients [4]. The guidelines advise synchronized
cardioversion for any patient presenting with hypotension, acutely altered mental status, signs of shock,
chest pain, or acute heart failure symptoms [5].
The ERC guidelines, defining the management
of tachycardia, are directed to all medical personnel, as the assistance of an expert cardiologist is not
always available.
The aim of the study was to assess the knowledge concerning emergency management in tachycardia among paramedics and nurses.

Material and methods
The study protocol was approved by the institutional
review board of the Polish Society of Disaster Medi-
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cine (approval No.: 12.12.2018.IRB). The study was
conducted in January 2019 in south-western Poland
among paramedics and nurses working in the Polish
National Emergency Medical System (EMS). All participants received information on the study objectives
and voluntarily took part in the questionnaire survey.
The study questionnaire was developed by the
authors on the basis of their observations of paramedics training, including post-graduate training.
It included 22 questions referring to gender, age,
work experience, type of work in EMS, number of
inhabitants in the workplace area, latest training
in advanced life support, adverse events in hemodynamically unstable patients, vagal manoeuvres,
ERC 2015 guidelines for narrow and broad complex
tachycardia in stable and unstable patients with
regular and irregular rhythms, indications for synchronized electrical cardioversion, performing synchronized electrical cardioversion in the past, concerns about cardioversion and self-assessed level of
experience in tachycardia treatment.
Data were analysed with the statistical package of
Statistica 13.3 (TIBCO Software Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA).
Descriptive statistics were used to analyse the demographic variables. Variability was measured with the
standard deviation. The normality of variable distributions was tested with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
and the homogeneity of variance with the Fisher-Snedecor F-test and the Levene test. A conventional significance level (alpha) equal to 0.05 was applied.

Results
A total of 200 paramedics and 50 nurses were
asked to participate in the study. Finally, 169 questionnaires were returned (132 paramedics and
37 nurses), which means the overall return rate of
84.5%. The proportion of paramedics and nurses
represents the general proportions of medical personnel working in emergency departments and in
medical rescue teams.
The mean age of the participants was
37.90 ± 11.44 years; 50 (29.59%) were female; the mean work experience equalled
12.07 ± 10.39 years. Overall, 7.10% of the respondents worked in the countryside, 15.98% in a city
of 20,000 inhabitants or less, 45.56% in a city of
20,000–100,000 inhabitants, 31.36% in a city of
more than 100,000 inhabitants. Among the subjects,
31.36% had participated in advanced life support
training within 12 months prior to the study, 30.18%

within the previous 1–3 years, 24.85% within the
previous 3–10 years, 11.24% 10 or more years earlier,
and 2.37% had never taken part in such a training.
The participants were surveyed for the knowledge
of adverse signs in the tachycardia treatment protocol; 81.07% knew the adverse signs. The correct
treatment in a stable patient with narrow QRS tachycardia (including vassal manoeuvres and adenosine
administration) was proposed by 88.17% of the
participants. The correct treatment in an unstable
patient with broad QRS tachycardia was proposed
by 84.60% of the participants. Overall, 56.80% indicated correct treatment with a beta-blocker in
a stable patient with irregular narrow complex tachycardia with a duration of over 48 hours; 87.57%
knew the role of magnesium sulphate in torsade de
pointes treatment.
Only 34.91% of the study subjects had conducted electrical cardioversion in the past.
According to the subjects, the main problems
associated with the procedure of electrical cardioversion were: analgosedation and airway management (52.66%), the risk for sudden cardiac arrest as
a result of electrical cardioversion (53.25%), and the
risk of a stroke (38.46%).
The proper number of electrical cardioversions
in unstable patients was proposed by 73.37% of
the participants; 66.86% knew the correct dose of
amiodarone when the correct electrical cardioversion sequence does not restore the sinus rhythm and
the patient remains unstable.
Only 43.79% of the participants knew the correct initial biphasic energy for electrical cardioversion
in unstable broad complex tachycardia (120–150 J),
while most responders indicated energy up to 120 J.
In the opinion of 20.70% of the study participants, the overall rate of ambulance calls for cases
of tachyarrhythmia was below 1 per week, while
1–3 calls per week were indicated by 26.63%,
4–10 calls per week by 49.71%, and above 10 emergency calls per week by 2.96%.
The mean self-assessed level of experience in
tachycardia treatment was 6.00 ± 1.76 in a scale
of 0–10, where 0 meant lack of experience and
10 stood for experience ensuring proper performance of the procedure.

Discussion
The current ERC guidelines [6] recommend the treatment in narrow and broad complex tachycardia in
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stable and unstable patients. SVT is a common cause
of acute hospital presentations [7].
Park et al. [8] showed that a considerable part of
EMS personnel does not have appropriate knowledge on treating critical illness, including tachycardia in sepsis care.
Smith et al. [9] analysed the effectiveness of
current prehospital SVT management by ambulance
paramedics in Australia. They revealed that paramedics correctly identified SVT in 96.7% of cases. Valsalva manoeuvre was undertaken in 24.0% patients
and reverted the SVT in 27.7% of attempts. Finally,
49.7% of patients remained in SVT on arrival at
the hospital. Many paramedics and nurses are concerned about the emergency treatment of tachycardia. In our study, the mean self-assessed level of
experience in tachycardia treatment was only 6.00 in
a 0–10 scale.
From a practical point of view, the procedure of
electric cardioversion is particularly important. The
authors’ observations show that many paramedics and nurses are concerned about the necessity
of patient sedation and the risk of complications
associated with electrical cardioversion if it is not
possible for a physician to supervise the procedure
directly. In our study, only 43.79% of participants
knew the correct initial biphasic energy for electrical
cardioversion. Approximately half of the responders
were concerned about analgosedation and airway
management and the risk of sudden cardiac arrest
as a result of electrical cardioversion.
Honarbakhsh et al. [7] compared paramedicwith the hospital-delivered treatment of acute SVT
with adenosine. They revealed that patients with
SVT could be effectively and safely treated by paramedics with the use of adenosine. In our study,
most participants knew the indication and dosage
of adenosine.
Clementy et al. [10] studied ECG monitoring in
outpatient cardiac unit patients presenting with palpitations and revealed that the cause of palpitations
was found in 81% of cases (77% of them were
atrial arrhythmias).
Goebel et al. [11] observed that the inappropriate use of adenosine occurred in 20% of cases and
concluded that the errors in rhythm interpretation
were lower among paramedics participating in targeted education programs on tachydysrhythmias.
Vagal manoeuvres are frequently applied as the
first-line management tool in SVT in both emergency medicine and prehospital emergency-care settings
12

[12]. Smith and Boyle [13] analysed the knowledge
of Melbourne’s paramedics concerning the vagal
manoeuvres and concluded that they would benefit
from the introduction of an evidence-based model
of vagal manoeuvres performance.
In our study, only 34.91% of the participants had
conducted electrical cardioversion in the past. Even
in the United States, some of the critical procedures
including electrical cardioversion may be infrequently performed [14]. We noticed that the participants’
knowledge on the energy level for cardioversion
and a proper number of electrical cardioversions in
unstable patients was incorrect in 1/2–1/3 of cases.
Minhas et al. [15] analysed cases of paroxysmal
SVT treated in a prehospital setting. They revealed
that EMS agencies typically required patients treated
for SVT to be transported to a hospital; however, in
some uncomplicated cases, the treat-and-release
protocol could be instituted. The treat-and-release
events were analysed and the conclusion was that
only 13% of patients required EMS re-presentation
and only 5.3% required emergency department admission.

Conclusions
The knowledge of Polish paramedics and nurses
concerning the emergency treatment of tachycardia
is unsatisfactory in many aspects. Better undergraduate and postgraduate training on advanced life
support guidelines should be recommended.
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any commercial or financial relationships or financial support.
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ABSTRACT
Ultrasonography is a diagnostic technique that has been used clinically for 30 years. Due to the increased
availability of ultrasound machines as well as the reduction of their size and making them more mobile,
ultrasound has found its place in early diagnosis in emergency medicine settings. One of the important,
however, an underestimated ultrasound examination is the measurement of the thickness of the optic nerve
sheath. The optic nerve is the second cranial nerve, meaning the same sheath surrounds it as the brain. At
the moment of intracranial pressure increase, cerebrospinal fluid flows into the subarachnoid space causing
an increase in intracranial pressure and thus increasing the diameter of the optic nerve sheath. therefore,
ONSD imaging is a quick non-invasive test aimed at detecting and monitoring changes in intracranial pressure. Optic nerve sheath ultrasound is a simple, safe and inexpensive bedside diagnostic test. Ophthalmic
ultrasound usually uses the frequency between 5 and 10.5 MHz to evaluate the eye and the orbit.

Key words: ultrasound test; emergency medicine; intracranial pressure; optic nerve
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INTRODUCTION
Ultrasound assessment of the orbits is used widely in the assessment of patients in life-threatening
situations. This method of ultrasound is used in the
assessment of patients after blunt injuries of the eye
and head. In the ultrasound examination, we can
recognize eye rupture, lens displacement, vitreous
haemorrhage or retrobulbar bleeding.
At present, ultrasound is used frequently in the
non-invasive intracranial pressure (ICP) diagnosis. For this purpose, the assessment of the width of
the optic nerve sheath is in the retrobulbar segment
[1]. The optic nerve is relatively easy to assess for the

being part of the nervous system that connects directly to the brain. The optic nerve is the second cranial nerve and is surrounded by the same sheath as
the brain [2]. When intracranial pressure increases,
the cerebrospinal fluid flows into the subarachnoid
space causing an increase in pressure (enlarging
the diameter) of the optic nerve [3]. Knowing this
relationship, we can indirectly determine intracranial
pressure (ICP) [4].
The assessment of the thickness of the optic nerve
sheath can be performed in patients with blunt head
injuries and unconscious for unknown reasons [5, 6],
or for indeterminate headaches [7]. The test may be
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particularly useful in emergency medical conditions,
including emergency medical service, where a radiological diagnosis is not available [8, 9].

ULTRASOUND EXAMINATION METHODS
The measurement is carried out using an 8–11 MHz
high-frequency linear transducer. Of course, if such
a transducer is unavailable, any available linear probe
may be used. Regardless of the frequency range of
the transducer in use, it is important to remember
to increase the frequency (higher Hertz number)
on the device to increase the probe resolution. The
depth of penetration on the device (Depth) is set at
about 3.5–4 cm, with the device displaying on the
monitor screen 1.5–2 cm from the posterior wall of
the orbital globe.
The patient should be on his or her back or in
a semi-sitting position; this is important as the gel
has a relatively thin consistency and may run down
in a vertical position. During the examination, the
patient’s eyelids must be closed, because a transducer will be applied directly to them. The eye of
the patient can also be protected with “veneer” so
that the gel does not get under the eyelid. Gel pad
(spacer) can also be used, thanks to which the gel
will not have contact with the patient’s eyelids. The
method is optional; however, we must remember
the fundamental principle that there must be no
air between the probe and the eyelid which would
prevent imaging. The structure of the eye is permeable to ultrasonic waves so that the test can be
performed with high accuracy every time. The test
time should not exceed one minute.
The transducer should be gripped gently (just
like a pencil) and applied gently and evenly in one or
two planes to the eye. Pressure should be controlled
to avoid any possible injury to the eyeball. A simple
method to control the degree of pressure is to lightly
support one’s finger on the subject’s nose, which
will allow an easily maintained correct distance.
If the patient is conscious, ask the patient to look
straight ahead during the examination.
Measure the diameter of the optic nerve using
the “3 X 5” principle meaning that the calculation
is made 3 mm from the posterior wall of the orbital
globe, where 5 mm means an impassable limit of
the correct width of the optic nerve with the capsule
(Fig. 1). The correct diameter of the optic nerve for
an adult does not exceed 5 mm, for a child 4.5 mm,
and for infants 4 mm.

Figure 1. Optic nerve (OND) and optic nerve sheath (ONSD)

Figure 2. Central retinal artery

The optic nerve diameter (OND) is represented
on the image as a hypoechogenic structure (darker
than the environment). The optic nerve sheath diameter (ONSD) is brighter than the optic nerve but
still darker than the surrounding tissues.
If there is a problem with the location of the
nerve, coloured Doppler may be used (Fig. 2). Anatomically, the artery and vein of the retina run inside
the optic nerve; information marked with colour
will allow for precise determination the position of
the nerve.
The method is simple and provides accurate
information although it is not always possible to
perform (Fig. 3). Results may appear distorted by
alcohol, drugs, orbital wounds, optic nerve atrophy,
eye injuries, or optic neuritis.

CONCLUSIONS
As Karami indicated, ultrasound methods have been
proposed as a safe alternative technique for invasive
ICP measuring methods [10]. Other researchers also
came to similar conclusions [11–13].
As indicated by Betcher, optic nerve sheath
measurement can be accurately performed by novice ultrasonographers after a brief training session
[14]. Szarpak et al. also indicated that ultrasound
examination of the optic nerve is a simple measure
of intracranial pressure and can be performed with
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Figure 3. The method of applying the ultrasound head: (A) Axial View; (B) Sagittal View
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high efficiency by paramedics after a short training [15]. The optography examination of the optic
nerve should be considered as a routine indirect
method of intracranial pressure measurement. It
has a high predictive value. Shirodkar et al. found
a positive correlation between ocular ultrasonography and magnetic resonance imaging of ONSD [16].
In turn, Yesilaras et al. indicated that in patients with
spontaneous subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH), the
optic nerve sheath diameter measured in the orbital
sections of a non-contrast head computed tomography is strongly correlated with a SAH diagnosis [17].
Badamoe Zeiler et al. [18] suggests a significant
finite learning curve associated with ONSD measurements.
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ABSTRACT
A victim in a life-threatening situation is a big challenge for rescue services around the world. Especially in
a situation where assistance is to be provided in conditions that also threaten rescuers. Such an event may
occur, for example, in the conditions of the battlefield. In order to provide effective assistance, separate
rescue systems had to be implemented, which on the one hand included effective assistance to the victim,
and on the other, they adapted it to the battlefield. These systems allow limited exposure to the risk of
health or life-threatening situations to the rescuers. The paramedic operating in the emergency medical
system operates in the safe zone with the equipment in emergency backpacks, along with an ambulance
and entities supporting the State Medical Rescue system. The victim is to receive full assistance according
to current standards. The patient is to have all the tests done to confirm or rule out life-threatening injuries. Evacuation to the hospital takes place, if the situation requires, using equipment to fully immobilize
the spine. Acting in combat conditions, a paramedic in a dangerous zone provides assistance to an injured
person in the field of authorship or performs only simple activities to protect the basic life functions of the
victim. It is only in a potentially safe zone that he uses emergency equipment stored in a rescue pack or
a personal first aid kit. Evacuation of the victim takes place on a stretcher, which does not fully protect the
victim with a spinal injury.

Key words: emergency medical services, tactical medicine, paramedic, evacuation, rescue equipment
Disaster Emerg Med J 2019; 4(1): 18–28

INTRODUCTION
Providing first aid and conducting medical rescue
operations is an indispensable element related to
the work of a paramedic. In the 20th century, both
the algorithms describing rescue operations and
the equipment used to provide help to the injured
changed very intensively. This was related both to
the intensive development of technology and the
large-scale military operations in various parts of
the world and the development of terrorism. Since
ancient times, when the beginning of the development of emergency medical services arose, it was

necessary to use the equipment also for military purposes. Conducting war activities led to the creation
of the first field first aid points and the development
of algorithms that can be used on the battlefield.
The first attempts to create guidelines on the battlefield were based mainly on the assessment of the
number of soldiers who were helped in the event of
serious injuries and on the possibilities of providing
this assistance in potentially safe conditions for the
rescuer. They are dated to the period of Napoleonic
wars. Medical rescue operations performed by a paramedic in a civilian context are based primarily on
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the priority of operation in a safe or potentially dangerous place but protected by services statutorily appointed to perform the above tasks. The difference
in civil and military rescue is that they result mainly
from the level of safety of rescue operations performed with the injured, and with the availability of
equipment, with its specific selection and modification, depending on the field of operation. An important element is also the medical facilities, where the
victim can receive help in the full range. The patient
evacuation also depends on the diversity of the area
and the possibility of safe evacuation by land or air.
Another component that differentiates tactical and
civilian activities is the type of injuries. In the case of
a tactical rescue, the overwhelming majority relate
to victims with multi-organ trauma, combined with
massive haemorrhages. This is related to the use
of fast-acting hemostatic agents and life-stabilizing
equipment in the above-mentioned situation. The
beginnings of tactical and civil rescue were based
on the pre-hospital treatment of paramedics. Their
limited medical education and the scope of authorization to perform rescue operations meant that the
amount of rescue equipment was very limited. The
creation of the educational direction of paramedics
also increased the level of knowledge and skills in
the field of performing medical emergency procedures. It was also connected with the introduction
of more and more advanced rescue equipment and
medical procedures to pre-hospital treatment [1].
Systematic tactical rescue operations were also started. The principle of operation has been introduced
based on the created algorithms, so that during
operation, in particular in the danger zone, e.g. with
patients who have suffered severe injuries, carry out
all necessary activities with the victim in a standardized manner, safely evacuating the patient to the
safe zone [2]. In Poland, the range of medical rescuers’ competence was significantly expanded by the
Act on State Emergency Medical Services in 2017.
The regulations contained therein allow the
medical rescuer to perform medical rescue operations in units subordinated to the Minister of
National Defense and the Ministry of Interior and
Administration. The changes described above, the
ever-changing competence of paramedics, and the
development of new technologies used in emergency medical services, create the desirability of comparing civil and military rescue systems and citing
life-saving procedures performed by paramedics in
a safe and dangerous zone.

PROCEDURE WITH TRAUMA PATIENT

Emergency medical services
One of the main trips of medical emergency teams
is car accidents. As a result, there are many injuries
sustained by a victim. They can be light scratches, as
well as multi-organ injuries. Both the first and the
latter should follow specific patterns. Upon arrival
at the scene, paramedics wait until the fire brigade
officers or other authorized personnel make access
to the victim or evacuate him from the danger zone.
Then they perform the first stages of the patient’s
examination. During the preliminary examination
of the victim, follow the ABCDE scheme, where [3]:
• A (airways) means airway patency and the level
of awareness of the victim,
• B (breathing) means breath,
• C (circulation) means circulation,
• D (disability) means the assessment of disturbances in consciousness,
• E (exposure) exposure.
At the very beginning, the general impression
that the patient makes should be assessed, as well
as the mechanism of the injury which they have
experienced in order to direct further investigation.
Then one starts with the stabilization of the head.
For this purpose, one of the rescuers should grab the
victim’s head, adjusting himself to allow the other
rescuer to take over the stabilization and focus on
stopping the patient’s life-threatening haemorrhage
and conducting the examination. In the case of a local injury, it will be a simple local examination, in the
case of more serious injuries, a preliminary trauma
examination should be performed [4].
After taking over the stabilization of the injured
person’s head, one should open his or her airways
by moving their mandible forward. The first rescuer
evaluates the patient’s awareness of the AVPU scale
and then evaluates the breath, which should last
10 seconds. If the patient has a respiratory rate of
less than 10/minute, the rescuer will start mechanical ventilation using a self-inflating bag. In case
when the breath is > 24, assisted breathing should
be implemented, based on active oxygen therapy,
injecting air at the moment of the patient’s breathing every fifth breath.
After assessing the breath and possible implementation of oxygen therapy, one should start
a blood circulation test. At this stage, the rescuer
performing the test assesses the frequency and elasticity of the patient’s pulse. The test is performed on
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the carotid and radial artery. One should allocate
10 seconds for this action. If the heart rate is accelerated > 100 bpm is or is absent in the peripheral
arteries, the circulatory shock should be suspected.
At this stage, the capillary refill time is also evaluated, which also confirms or precludes centralization
of circulation.
After assessing the circulation, the team should
be able to assess the state of consciousness of the
victim on the Glasgow scale. Next, they shall proceed to a quick physical examination. After identifying the trauma by the rescuer, the third rescuer,
if present, and if the situation allows, can proceed
to treati injuries to shorten the time to evacuate. If
the rescue team consists of two persons, the wound
is addressed only after the end of the examination,
because the examination can be stopped only in
the case of a sudden cardiac arrest in the victim or
when the situation becomes dangerous [5]. When
examining each area of the body, pay attention to
injuries such as:
• Lacerations,
• Tenderness,
• abrasions,
• Penetration,
• Deformation,
• Burns,
• Bruises,
• Crackles,
• Swelling,
• Instability.
The examination should start from the head.
Particular attention should be paid to wounds in this
area and visible facial bone fractures. During palpation, however, one should look for indentations,
crepitus and areas where there is tenderness to palpation. Attention should also be paid to the area
of eye sockets and behind the ears of the victim,
wherein the case of a fracture of the skull base, characteristic hematomas (eyelid hematoma and Battle’s
sign) arise. In addition, blood or cerebrospinal fluid
may leak from the ears and nose.
After examination of the head, the neck of the
victim should be examined. One would pay special attention to haemorrhage, filling of the jugular veins (whether they are collapsed, overfilled or
physiologically filled). Attention should also be paid
to the positioning of the cervical vertebrae, the
arrangement of the trachea, or the displacement
of which may indicate pulmonary embolism. One
cannot forget to pay attention to the presence
20

of subcutaneous cracks, which prove subcutaneous emphysema.
The next part of the body to be examined is
the chest. Here one looks again for haemorrhages, fractures, crepitus, tenderness. The most dangerous injuries are penetrating wounds. If present,
a valve dressing is necessary. The chest should also
be auscultated and taped to identify or exclude the
resonant pneumothorax. In a situation where it is
present, it should be decompressed by puncturing
the chest in the midclavicular line in the third intercostal space, leading the needle on the upper edge
of the rib IV.
The next step is to examine the abdomen. Again,
one should pay attention to visible wounds and
haemorrhages. In the palpation exam, divide the
abdomen into four quadrants, assess the peritoneal
symptoms, as well as check that the abdomen is
flat, if the patient is conscious when examining the
abdomen, ask about the nature of pain both during pressure and relieving pressure. In the case of
abdominal open wounds, attention should also be
paid to the presence of erectile exudates. During further examination, be careful that these do not arise
as a result of the pressure of the abdominal cavity.
After examining the abdomen, the exam proceeds lower to the examination of the pelvis. During
the exam, attention is paid to crackling, instability,
the presence of bony fragments, deformation and
open wounds. In addition, the genitals are important to note because urinary incontinence and priapism may indicate spinal cord injury. The pelvis is
examined by evaluating the shape and placement
of its bones. The next step is gentle compressions
of the spines in the centre. The last manoeuvre is
gentle compression of the pubic symphysis with the
base of the hand. If the pelvis turns out to be unstable in any of the stages of the pelvic examination,
it should be stopped in order not to aggravate the
injury. In addition, the victim should not be turned
on its side to examine the back or during transportation to the stretcher.
Once the pelvic condition is known, one can
begin to assess the extremities. In the first place,
the lower limbs are examined. As in previous cases,
one looks for bleeds, wounds, deformities, fractures,
as well as joint sprains and amputations. It starts
from the femur toward the bottom ending at the
feet. First, the continuity and contour of the limb
are assessed, then with a delicate lever it is checked
whether any of the long bones are broken. In the
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case of lower limbs, first the femur is assessed, then
the bones of the lower leg. In the case of upper
limbs, first the humerus, then the forearm bones are
assessed. Each limb should also be examined under
the PMS account (pulse, motor skills, sensor). The
pulse on the lower limbs is sought on the femoral,
popliteal and dorsal femoral arteries. On the upper
limbs the brachial and radial artery are palpated.
The last stage of the examination is the assessment of the victim’s back. To do this, place the
patient on the side if possible, or use a landing
net. Before the examination of the back, a stretcher
or an orthopaedic board should be prepared for
transferring the victim after the assessment. During
the back examination, the vertebral column should
be assessed. One should look for wounds, haemorrhages, and foreign bodies. After examining the
back and possible supply of wounds, the patient
should be placed on a stretcher.
During the examination, when the victim is conscious, an interview should be collected in accordance with the acronym SAMPLE [6], where:
• S (signs and symptoms) — symptoms, i.e. what
the victim is experiencing at the moment;
• A (allergies) — allergies, especially for medicines,
• M (medications) — medicines taken by the victim long-term and whether he or she took them,
in what doses, and when;
• P (past medical history) — patient’s past history;
women should also be asked about the possibility of pregnancy;
• L (last meal) — when the patient has recently had a meal and if it was abundant: this is
of key importance for anesthesiologists in the
event of a possible surgery after being brought
to the hospital;
• E (events) — events preceding the event, to
determine what led to the situation and what is
the consequence of it.
It is important to ask all the questions in the interview and to remember all the patient’s answers.
Once the the additional information are provided
from the victim, one should immediately proceed to
further actions to save the victim’s life, such as the
implementation of fluid therapy, pharmacotherapy
and the use of appropriate dressings.
Intravenous access should be performed for each
victim, preferably two independent punctures. It is
a good idea to consider cannulation of the external
jugular vein for rapid supply of fluids and medications.

Battlefield Medicine
Help on the battlefield is radically different from
the civilian world. To help the injured, rescuers do
not have a huge amount of equipment. Everything
that can help to save the wounded must be in their
backpack. It can be common for the fire to open on
both sides of the front during the rescue. An additional factor hindering the rescue is the constant exchange of fire on the battlefield, however, the rescue
is a priority. Time is key in this situation. In order to
minimize the risk of injury to the rescuer, as well as
to shorten the period between the occurrence of an
injury in the victim and the start of providing help,
the rescue is divided into three phases.
The first, and at the same time the most important, is the medical treatment under fire (called Care
Under Fire). In this phase, while taking care of one’s
own safety, the victim should be managed in such
a way that he or she can help themselves if possible.
It is possible only in a situation when the victim is
conscious and able to perform the activities ordered
to him by the medic. In any other case, the haemorrhage of the injured should be stopped and the
victim evacuated as soon as possible to the relatively
safe place while beginning the assessment [7].
From now on one proceeds to the next phase,
which is the tactical medical care (Tactical Field
Care). This phase should begin with disarming the
victim because if in shock and wanting to defend
himself, a victim may try to attack us. Then one
can start to examine the patient. If the situation
permits, it should be tested in accordance with the
ITLS guidelines. In a situation where there is no time
to conduct a full examination, it should proceed in
accordance with the MARCHE [8] protocol, where:
• M (massive bleeding) — detection and suppression of massive haemorrhages that threaten the
life of the victim,
• A (airways) — assessment of airway patency,
• R (respiration) — breath assessment,
• C (circulation) — assessment of circulation,
• H (head, hypothermia) — assessment of the
head of the injured and prevention of cooling
down of the body,
• E (everything else) — means all other activities
that should be done to save the life of the victim.
When assessing the condition of the victim, first
of all, one needs to take care of one’s own safety.
To provide for oneself and the patient, one must
evacuate the victim from the fire line to a shielded
place. The next thing to look out for is the mech-
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anism of injury. Thanks to their knowledge, the
rescuers can predict the patient’s potential injuries
and focus on the examination. When assessing the
mechanism of injury, particular attention should be
paid to the force and the time that affected the
body of the victim during the injury and also the
body part that was damaged.
The next step in the exam is to assess the overall
impression of the victim. It is necessary to pay attention to the body position, age, sex, approximate
body weight, as well as visible injuries with particular regard to haemorrhages. One of the causes
of avoidable deaths is massive limb haemorrhage.
On the battlefield they are inevitable, especially in
the case of traumatic amputation. They should be
stopped quickly. The most effective in this case is the
tourniquet, the so-called tactical stasis. If the victim
is conscious, the soldier should apply it himself immediately after suffering the injury [9].
After controlling the haemorrhage, the basic vital
parameters should be assessed immediately. The
first step is to assess the patency of the airways and,
if necessary, restore them. If the patient’s airways are
blocked, they need to be cleared. They are carried
out adequately to the condition of the victim: by
tilting their head back, or by pulling their mandible forward.
When the patient’s respiratory tract is already
clear, one immediately moves on to the next step,
which is the breath assessment. This assessment
is carried out by the rescuer for 10 seconds. If the
injured person performs one breath or does not perform one at a time, ventilation using a self-inflating
bag is applied.
To maintain patency of the patient’s airways, use
the nasopharyngeal tube that each soldier should
have in their first aid kit. If its use does not bring
the expected results, it is necessary to consider using
supraglottic devices such as LMA or LT. Under tactical conditions, intubation is a difficult manoeuvre
to perform due to time constraints and often a very
stressful situation. An alternative solution is a tracheotomy and cricothyrotomy. These are traumatic
procedures and are performed only in situations
where the remaining possibilities to maintain airway
patency are impossible [9].
After the breath assessment, it’s time to assess
the circulation. This should be done by examining the pulse on the carotid and radial artery, for
which one also should devote 10 seconds, as well
as assessing the appearance of the skin. Heart rate
22

should be appropriately tense, elastic, and palpable
both on the carotid and radial artery. It should also
not exceed 100 beats per minute. At this stage, all
wounds of the victim should be visible.
After completing the assessment of basic vital
functions of the patient, one can go to the next
stage, which is to examine the head and to prevent
the patient from cooling down. Head injuries are the
most dangerous of all possible on the battlefield as
well as in civil conditions. The main task in dealing
with head injuries is to prevent secondary injuries.
Chest injuries make up about 10% of all body
injuries on the battlefield. Due to the organs, heart,
lungs and the proximity of parenchymal organs,
trauma is always a life-threatening condition. With
the development of technology, each soldier’s personal equipment includes a ballistic vest designed
to minimize the damage, but it is unlikely to always
reduce the damage to none. During the examination
of the victim, the rescuer must reveal the patient’s
torso by pulling the vest to reveal possible injuries
and to create access to the next steps. When testing
the chest, follow the ABCDE diagram. When assessing the breath, one can ask the injured person to,
for example, count up to ten. Issues with the execution of this command will be indicative of increased
respiratory effort. Then the rescuer should assess the
quantity and quality of the patient’s breaths, check
the saturation and look at the chest. Then, according to the acronym TWELVE [10] where:
• T (trachea) means the location of the trachea,
• W means wounds,
• E (emphysema) means subcutaneous emphysema,
• L (laryngeal injury) means laryngeal injury,
• V (veins distended) means jugular vein tension,
• E (every time) means one needs to check the
chest every time.
The most common chest injury on the battlefield is open pneumothorax. It arises as a result of
a gunshot wound or shrapnel detachment. A result
of this injury is a hole in the chest, which allows
air entry, therefore, compression on the lung, not
allowing it to expand during inhalation. To prevent
this condition from worsening, this wound should
be sealed using an occlusive dressing by applying
a piece of film and carefully wrapping it around the
wound with a wide band. Another method is the
use of valve dressings. If despite the use of an occlusive dressing the symptoms of respiratory failure increase, one should proceed as in the case of a closed
pneumothorax and decompress by puncturing the
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chest in the midclavicular line on the upper edge IV
of the rib on the side of the injury.
Abdominal injuries on the battlefield are mainly
penetrating injuries caused by debris resulting from
explosions. They are much less likely to be blunt injuries or gunshot wounds. Penetrating damage causes
damage to more than one organ, and the extent
of damage is caused by the force that a fragment,
a bullet, or a sharp tool has impacted on the victim.
The damage from explosions is more complicated.
They should be divided into four groups. Primary
injuries are caused by a shock wave resulting from
an explosion. Secondary injuries are wounds resulting from the body contacting with the fragments
formed during the explosion. Tertiary injuries are
stemmed from secondary injuries resulting from the
body being hit by the ground, walls, or other hard
objects. Quaternary injuries are burn wounds created as a result of skin contact with high temperature
generated during an explosion. When examining
the stomach, one should divide it into four quadrants. The upper right quadrant includes the liver,
gallbladder and part of the colon. The upper left
quadrant includes the stomach, spleen, pancreas
and part of the colon. In the right lower quadrant
there is an appendix, small intestines and part of the
bladder. And the lower left quadrant includes the
sigmoid, small intestine and urinary bladder. During
the examination, each of the separated abdominal
zones is squeezed. Soreness in a particular field
indicates a specific organ injury. During the examination, attention should be paid to bruising, firmness,
muscle tension, pain and its nature, haemorrhage
and emaciation. In case of haemorrhage, pressure
dressings should be applied in place of bleeding,
if there is an eventration, the dressing should be
moistened with physiological saline and the whole
abdomen should be wrapped without pushing the
intestines back into the abdomen.
Intravenous access should be performed only
if the patient is in hypovolemic shock and requires
immediate fluid therapy. It is recommended to perform a puncture in the external jugular vein because
the peripheral veins in the shock are salvaged. This
injection should be performed with the patient lying down to minimize the risk of pneumothorax. In
addition, if the patient has suffered a chest injury,
IV access should be done on the side of the injury
to minimize the likelihood of bilateral pneumonia.
Intraosseous puncture is an alternative to cannulation of veins. In tactical conditions, there is often

no time to try to set up a venipuncture, therefore
intraosseous access is more desirable because of its
ease and speed of execution. In the Polish Army, the
FAST1 system is most commonly used, because the
sternum in which it is inserted is a bone that is easy
to locate. It is also protected by a bulletproof vest,
which makes the damage to the bone unlikely, in
contrast to limb bones in which it is assumed injections using BIG or EZ IO sets.
The last phase of helping a victim on the battlefield is a tactical evacuation care. To evacuate from
the battlefield, the best solution is to use a helicopter in the MedEvac [11] protocol. This is a nine-line
report that should be given in a specific order on
a fixed radio band to determine the location and
necessary forces and resources necessary to evacuate the victim from the scene of the incident. Then,
the MIST report is given, describing the condition of
the victim.

EQUIPMENT USED BY THE VACUUM
CLEANERS

Emergency Medical Services
Equipment used in emergency services can be divided due to the stages of providing assistance to the
victim. The first at the place of the incident are witnesses of the event or participants of the accident.
Usually, they do not have any medical equipment, or
they have simple car first-aid kits in which there are
plasters, bandages and gauzes.
The fire brigades of both the Volunteer Fire Brigades and the State Fire Service are often out of the
services authorized to provide assistance to the victims. The clutches of these formations are equipped
with the so-called PSP R1 [12] set (Fig. 1), which includes:
• a set of oropharyngeal tubes,
• a set of laryngeal tubes or laryngeal masks,
• CO2 detectors in the expired air,
• a mechanical bag,
• self-expanding bags (for children and adults),
• antibacterial filters,
• oxygen cylinder with reducer,
• a set of orthopaedic collars,
• personal dressings,
• gas compressions,
• gauze bandages,
• knitted headbands,
• elastic bands,
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catheters,
fluids (0.9% NaCl, PWE, Ringer’s bulb),
catheters and plasters for them,
devices for fluid transfusion,
sets for fluid therapy under increased pressure,
a blood pressure monitor and stethoscope,
a pulse oximeter,
vacuum stretcher,
landing field litter,
a stretcher,
self-propelled stretcher,
transport chair,
KED vest.

Medicine battlefield

Figure 1. Equipment for PSP R1 bag
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triangular shawls,
dressing netting,
patches with a dressing,
patches without dressing,
hydrogel dressings,
valve dressings,
zippers,
physiological saline for washing wounds,
bags for amputated body parts,
bags to cover the corpses,
Kramer rail,
orthopaedic board.
The next people providing help for the incident
are medical rescuers from the emergency medical
team. they have specialized equipment to save human life and health. Ambulance personnel have the
equipment that firefighters have but in much larger
quantities. In addition, they have equipment such as:
• intubation kit,
• a defibrillator cardiac monitor with
• a respirator,
• electric mammal,
• infusion pump,
• a set of 48 medicines,
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The basic equipment used in tactical medicine is
an individual medical package (Fig. 2), which every
soldier has. This package includes the measures necessary to protect injuries directly threatening the life
of a soldier on the battlefield. The set includes:
• personal dressing,
• hemostatic dressing,
• filling gauze,
• a cable tie,
• dressing for chest penetration wounds,
• a syringe with morphine,
• nasopharyngeal tube with water gel,
• scissors used to cut the victim’s uniform.
The content of this package is used by every soldier
rescuing the injured colleague in the first phase of pro-

Figure 2. Individual medical package of a soldier of the Polish
Army
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Figure 3. Cable tie

Figure 4. OLAES dressing

viding help. The equipment from the medical package
of the injured soldier is used in this situation [13].
Cable tie — the so-called tactical stasis (Fig. 3),
it has the task of clamping arteries, which stops the
bleeding. Stasis should be placed 5–7 cm above the
wound site, or in accordance with the high & tight
principle at the base of the limb. After inserting the
band, one should write the time on which it was
used, because it cannot be kept clamped for more
than 2 hours.
Filling gauze — used for packing deep wounds
from limbs, or in injuries to parts of the body above
which stasis cannot be achieved. There are several
types of wound filling gas on the market. They all
have the task to fill the wound, absorb extraneous blood, squeeze the blood vessels and stop the
bleeding. They are often soaked in addition with
a hemostatic agent that accelerates the clotting process.
Individual dressings — consisting of an elastic
bandage and an absorbent tampon together with
it. In some, there is also an additional portable compress, thanks to which it is possible to provide one
dressing with the inlet and outlet wounds of the
shot or to increase the surface or volume of the absorbent dressing in case of a large wound.
Israeli dressing — is a variation of the individual
dressing, has additional plastic elements to help
tighten the bandage more firmly. The first element
is used to change the direction of bandaging and
pressing the compress absorbing the wound. The
second one is at the end of the bandage, it is used
to hook the end of the bandage to the previous
tubing. One can also make a stump from it, by
tightening it a few turns earlier.
OLAES dressing — is another variation of the individual dressing (Fig. 4), it is equipped with a plastic
element in the shape of a lens, designed to tighten
the absorbent dressing in place of wounds, it can

also be used as an eye dressing. In addition, the
absorbent part consists of gauze for wound packaging. There is also a piece of foil hidden in it for
the occlusion dressing, and additionally, a dozen or
so centimetres on the bandage is velcro, aimed at
preventing an accidental situation of the rescuer’s
hand falling out. At the end of the bandage there is
a plastic element to attach it to the previous layers to
terminate the bandaging, or to make several turns
to tighten the bandages.
Valve dressing — it is placed on chest penetrating wounds. The most common are the ACS
dressing (Asherman Chest Seal), which has a rubber
valve to prevent air from being sucked into the
wound. The new generation dressing is BCS (Bolin
Chest Seal), which has three independent valves that
allow the air to escape from the wound but prevent
it from getting inside.
Nasopharyngeal tube — the simplest device to
maintain airway patency. It is individually matched
to the light of the right nose of the soldier who has
it in his medical package.
A morphine auto-syringe — every soldier of the
Polish Army has one dose of 20 mg of morphine
sulphate, which the soldier is able to give himself in
the case of severe pain occurring, for example, in the
case of limb amputation.
In addition, a paramedic who is a member of
the task department has a backpack (Fig. 5), in
which he has a larger number of dressings, medical
equipment and medications, thanks to which he can
secure the rest of injuries in subsequent phases of
assistance. The equipment of this backpack includes:
• triangular shawls,
• gauze bandages,
• filling gases,
• sterile compresses,
• elastic bands,
• hemostatic dressings,
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TRANSPORT OF INDEPENDENT PEOPLE

Emergency Medical Services

Figure 5. Exterior of the Polish Army paramedic’s backpack
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abdominal dressing,
individual dressings,
wound dressings penetrating the chest,
patches without dressing,
patch with a dressing,
dressing net,
zippers,
a decompression needle for the pneumothorax,
laryngoscope,
intubation tubes,
laryngeal tubes,
nasopharyngeal tubes,
oropharyngeal tubes,
hand-held mammal,
self-inflating bag,
horse breeding kit,
hydrogel dressings,
an orthopedic collar,
SAM SPLINT type rails,
disinfection swabs,
needles for injection and drug administration,
syringes,
catheters,
veneer foil,
flexible stasis,
fluid handling kits,
a set for intraosseous entry,
fluids (PWE, 0.9% NaCl, Ringer’s solution),
a blood pressure monitor,
stethoscope,
a pulse oximeter,
gloves,
ocular dressings,
NRC and Blizzard blankets,
flashlight,
surgical kit for sewing,
scissors,
a kit for evacuating the victim (foxtrot litter),
a set of colored chemical lights

During rescue operations, the best means to evacuate a dangerous place is the orthopaedic board.
With its help, the victim is moved to a safe zone
where he or she is transferred to an ambulance
stretcher which will be transported to the hospital.
Patients with injuries are best transported in a vacuum stretcher, as they ensure the stabilization of the
entire body of the victim. In the case of an injured
person with multi-organ injury, the best solution
is air transport. For this purpose, the emergency
medical team can summon the HEMS team of the
Aviation Emergency Service to transport the patient
to the nearest trauma centre [14]. This solution
significantly shortens the patient’s transport time,
which increases the chances of survival of the injured in a critical condition.

Medicine battlefield
First, the victim is evacuated by another soldier without using any specialized equipment. This is to remove the victim from a live fire as soon as possible
into a potentially safer place. Then, after all rescue
operations have been carried out, the injured person
is evacuated on a stretcher to the zone from which
he will be taken by a special vehicle adapted to
transport the injured or a helicopter. While the rescuer helps the victim, one of the soldiers in the ward
reports MedEvac [15] on the radio. Its purpose is to
call for a victim to be transported to a field hospital.
This report must contain individual information in
a specific order [16].
1) The coordinates of the place where the victim is
located, i.e. the place where the helicopter landing pad will be designated, should be remembered to erroneously give the coordinates of the
current stay or the place of the event.
2) Information on the radio frequency on which
monitoring will be carried out by the branch
waiting with the injured for transport in order to
establish radio communication with the medical
helicopter. A calling code and other information
necessary to establish communication with the
branch is also given.
3) A Number of patients with a specific evacuation priority. The injured persons who should
be transported to the field hospital within two
hours are specified in the MedEvac protocol as
A, to this group we include:
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◦◦ significant wounds caused by IEDs,
◦◦ gunshot wounds or shards in the chest, abdomen or pelvis,
◦◦ problems with airway obstruction,
◦◦ breathing difficulty,
◦◦ the wounded is unconscious,
◦◦ spinal injuries or suspicion,
◦◦ hypovolemic shock,
◦◦ bleeding is difficult to control,
◦◦ moderate or serious traumatic brain injury,
◦◦ burns > 20% of the body surface.
Injured persons who can be transported up to four
hours are referred to as B, here persons qualify for:
◦◦ there is an open limb fracture (insulated) with
controlled bleeding,
◦◦ a cable tie has been installed,
◦◦ there have been mechanical eye injury,
◦◦ soft tissues are seriously damaged without
significant bleeding,
◦◦ limb injuries have occurred without a peripheral pulse,
◦◦ 10–20% of the body surface has been burned.
People who require routine transport and their
lives are not in danger are identified as group C. They
will be evacuated in time up to twenty-four hours,
and in this group there will be anyone who has:
◦◦ a slight concussion,
◦◦ gunshot wound captured without a tourniquet with controlled bleeding,
◦◦ slight damage to soft tissue,
◦◦ closed fractures with perceptible peripheral pulses,
◦◦ body burns < 10% of the body surface.
It should be noted here that the time provided is
the time from the occurrence of the injury, not MedEvac’s call, as this is usually called for 15–30 minutes after the injury.
4) Specialized equipment will be necessary to carry
out the evacuation and transport of the victim:
◦◦ A — no requirement to have such equipment,
◦◦ B — one will need a winch for evacuation because the helicopter will not be able to land,
◦◦ C — extraction equipment necessary to evacuate the victim,
◦◦ D — a ventilator to support the patient’s
replacement breath.
5) The number of patients due to the mode
of transport:
◦◦ L — is the number of patients that need to be
transported lying,

◦◦ A — means sitting patients.
6) Safety in the landing zone. Shortcuts are used to
speed up correspondence:
◦◦ N — means no opponent in the zone,
◦◦ P — the possibility of the appearance of
the enemy,
◦◦ E — means that there is an opponent in the
landing zone,
◦◦ X — means fire contact.
7) The way of marking the helicopter landing pad:
◦◦ A — panel,
◦◦ B — pyrotechnics,
◦◦ C — smoke race,
◦◦ D — no markings,
◦◦ E — another way of marking the landing pad.
Thanks to this information, the pilot knows what
to look for in order to find the exact place of landing.
8) Who is the victim:
◦◦ A — a coalition soldier,
◦◦ B — a civilian person of the coalition,
◦◦ C — a soldier from outside the coalition,
◦◦ D — a civilian from outside the coalition,
◦◦ E — prisoner or person of tactical importance.
During transport E on the helicopter deck there
must be an additional person who will interrogate
the prisoner during transport and medical services. An escort of armored helicopters will also be necessary.
9) Information on possible contamination of
the area:
◦◦ N — means nuclear contamination,
◦◦ B — means biological contamination,
◦◦ C — means chemical contamination,
◦◦ N / A — means no contamination at the place
of taking the victim.
It should also be mentioned here about possible
obstacles in the field, tips for locating the victim, as
well as the need to supplement the medical equipment.

SUMMARY
The collection and analysis of data in the above
work will expand the range of knowledge of medical
rescuers from the area of tactical medicine. It will
allow to provide first aid more effectively, especially
for those with multi-organ injuries with coexisting
massive haemorrhages.
The paramedic operating in the emergency
medical system operates in the safe zone with the
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equipment in emergency backpacks, along with an
ambulance and entities supporting the State Medical Rescue system. The victim is to receive full assistance according to current standards. The patient
is to have all the tests done to confirm or rule out
life-threatening injuries. Evacuation to the hospital
takes place, if the situation requires, using equipment to fully immobilize the spine. Acting in combat conditions, a paramedic in a dangerous zone
provides assistance to an injured person in the field
of authorship or performs only simple activities to
protect the basic life functions of the victim. It is
only in a potentially safe zone that he or she uses
emergency equipment stored in a rescue pack or
a personal first aid kit. Evacuation of the victim takes
place on a stretcher, which does not fully protect the
victim with spinal injury.
The possibilities of using equipment in tactical
medicine are very limited due to the possibility of
evacuation. The rescuer usually works alone until
the rescue helicopter arrives. It can, therefore, be
based on rescue equipment that is able to transport
itself. The characteristics of injuries on the battlefield
mainly include heavy bleeding wounds with amputations and chest injuries. The main equipment of
emergency kits is based on the possibility of supplying the above-mentioned injuries. The diversity
and innovativeness of the dressings allow for plenty
of life-threatening haemorrhages to be blocked in
a very effective way. The implementation of such
equipment for medical emergency teams operating
under the PRM system would significantly increase
the effectiveness of the activities carried out by rescuers in the scope of stopping massive haemorrhages.
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To the Editor,
It was with great interest and enthusiasm that I read
the article “CombiTube during cardiopulmonary resuscitation” by Michael Frass et al. Modern emergency medicine aims to optimize the principles of
cardiopulmonary resuscitation, taking into account
the most professional treatment at each stage of
assistance from first aid through qualified first aid to
emergency medical services [1]. Firefighters are the
leading rescue service in Poland and are often the
first to undertake activities in the field of qualified
first aid, including in particular cardiopulmonary resuscitation, and operate in a zone to which medical
personnel has no access due to present danger [2].
The high quality of performed resuscitation not only
focuses on activities related to chest compressions
and, when needed, defibrillation, but also the proper protection of airways and adequate ventilation.
Emphasis is placed on tracheal intubation or supraglottic device incorporation without interrupting
chest compressions [3, 4].
In their study, the authors demonstrated that the
average time of protection of airways by firefighters
using the CombiTube device without chest compressions and with chest compressions was respectively:
21 s (IQR, 14–25.5) against 21.5 s (IQR; 15–27).
A vast number of attempts of placing the CombiTube
was successful and positioned in the oesophagus:
92.8%. 91.1% (with chest compressions or without).
Participants of the study assessed the ease of performing the procedure at 19 points (IQR, 13–22) for
a chest-free scenario and 18.5 points (IQR, 14–21,5)
for a situation with uninterrupted chest compressions [5]. This serves as a confirmation to many

studies which similarly indicated the ease of using
supraglottic devices after a short instruction [6].
Currently, as a part of first aid certification, firefighters are authorized to use supraglottic methods of airway clearance after completing a 66-hour
course in this field. The methods used by them,
in addition to standard CPR, also include activities
related to the use of supraglottic devices to ensure
airway patency, including the use of CombiTube.
Tracheal intubation is reserved for medical personnel; it is an excellent alternative that increases the
effectiveness of assisted ventilation in people during
cardiopulmonary resuscitation performed by firefighters. Until now, the only device acceptable for
use as an oropharyngeal tube; however, it is not
identical to the CombiTube ventilation. During my
work as a Municipal Medical Rescue Coordinator of
the State Fire Service, I have dealt many times with
situations in which officers of the State Fire Service
and members of the Volunteer Fire Brigade used supraglottic methods of maintaining airway patency.
Confirming the quoted article, after a short training
they can do it in simulated conditions, and then
apply this method during real events, in the case of
victims of sudden cardiac arrest, including injured
people, most often in situations of communication
incidents, i.e. where a degree of injury prescribes
suspicion of damage to the cervical spine [7].
The lack of skills and legal limitations for firefighters to perform tracheal intubation while the
everyday situations require them to assess/clear airway in suspicion of an injury to the cervical spine
makes the described method of airway patency rescue entirely approved among firefighters. It is also
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imperative that the establishment of CombiTube
does not require firefighters to stop compressing
the chest, hence the effectiveness of resuscitation
becomes greater, which is entirely a reflection of the
current recommendations for resuscitation [8]. The
CombiTube is a device that after installation allows
for asynchronous ventilation, and its standardized
connector also allows the use of a colorimetric capnometer which in turn enables to verify breathing
by people with spontaneous breath, e.g., after effective resuscitation [9]. Contraindications to the use
of CombiTube are injuries in the lower part of the
throat and larynx [10].

14(2): e0212704, doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0212704, indexed in
Pubmed: 30811470.
4. Blanco J, Madziala M, Szalast P. Which chest compression technique is
more fatiguing for rescuer? Disaster and Emergency Medicine Journal.
2018; 3(4): 150–151, doi: 10.5603/DEMJ.2018.0031.
5. Frass M, Robak O, Smereka J, et al. Securing the airway patency by firefighters with the use of CombiTube. A pilot data. Disaster and Emergency
Medicine Journal. 2018; 3(2): 46–50, doi: 10.5603/demj.2018.0011.
6. Ruetzler K, Madziala A, Madziala M, et al. Attitudes of firefighters
towards the use of supraglottic airways devices. Am J Emerg Med.
2019 [Epub ahead of print], doi: 10.1016/j.ajem.2019.01.028, indexed
in Pubmed: 30674429.
7. Scheidt S, Roessler PP, Pedrood S, et al. Influence of the trauma mechanism on cervical spine injuries. Unfallchirurg. 2019 [Epub ahead of print],
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Is Low Voltage Ventricular Fibrillation still a
diagnostic problem?
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Sir,
According to the studies by Vukmir, ventricular fibrillation accounts for nearly 45% of the rhythms
initiating cardiac arrest [1]. Rapid interpretation of
ECG and the implementation of appropriate management determines the effectiveness of cardiopulmonary resuscitation [2, 3]. In the case of ventricular
fibrillation, both the American Heart Association
(AHA) and the European Resuscitation Council (ERC)
guidelines recommend defibrillation as soon as possible [4]. Low-voltage ventricular fibrillation may be
problematic. If there is any doubt as to whether
an ECG record shows asystole or low-voltage VF,
the guidelines do not recommend defibrillation, but
the chest compression and ventilation that should
be continued instead. ERC Resuscitation guidelines 2010 in the case of low-voltage ventricular
fibrillation in order to differentiate the rhythm with
the asystole, indicated the need for a confirmation
protocol of the asystole which included both the
change of the leads and increases in the amplitude
of ECG and checking the wiring. In most cases, this
procedure resulted in a distinction between VF and
asystole [5]. At present, the guidelines only recommend changing the leads, which may interfere
with the interpretation of the rhythm in the case of
low-voltage ventricular fibrillation [6].
The aim of the study was to evaluate the management of nurses in case of cardiac arrest in the
rhythm of fine ventricular fibrillation under conditions of simulated cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
The study involved 46 nurses who participated in the
Advances Cardiovascular Life Support (ACLS) course.
The participants performed 10-minute cardiopulmo-

nary resuscitation as the leaders of the resuscitation
team. Cardiopulmonary resuscitation was based on
a low-voltage and high-voltage ventricular fibrillation scenario (Fig. 1). Both the order of participants
and research methods were random. The coin flipping technique was used for this purpose.
The median age of study participants was
45 years (IQR; 31–50) and the median length of
service was 23.5 years (IQR; 12–29.5). The protocol
of confirmation of the asystole was done with the
first interpretation of the rhythm by 6 participants,
which constituted 13% of the research group. In the
case of the second rhythm analysis after 2 minutes
of resuscitation, the asystole confirmation protocol
was performed by 36.9% of the subjects. If ventricular fibrillation was confirmed, defibrillation was
performed.
Failure to perform the protocol and to interpret
the rhythm as low-voltage ventricular fibrillation resulted in a lack of defibrillation. Early defibrillation
is the major key to a successful outcome, according
to the studies by Krittayaphong [7]. In turn, delayed
defibrillation is associated with lower rates of survival after cardiac arrest [8].
According to the study, nurses occasionally perform an asystole confirmation protocol, which in
the conditions of real resuscitation may delay the
defibrillation in low-voltage ventricular fibrillation
and thus adversely affect the patient’s prognosis
with cardiac arrest. However, according to Kurowski
et al. studies, a short training in ECG interpretation
allows for correct interpretation of ECG [9]. To sum
up, ECG interpretation training should be implemented among nurses, which will also place great
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Figure 1. Ventricular Fibrillation: (A) Low Voltage; (B) High-voltage.

emphasis on the implementation of the full asystole
recognition protocol.

5. Kurowski A, Smereka J, Szarpak L. Are firefighters able to recognize
ventricular fibrillation? Preliminary data. Am J Emerg Med. 2016;
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